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Design and Construction of a Pick-up Type Pulse Crop Harvester
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Purpose: This aim of this study was to develop a pick-up type pulse crop harvester for harvesting cut and dried pulse crop.
Methods: The pick-up type pulse crop harvester was designed and constructed. Its specifications and operating performance
were investigated. Results: Compared with conventional bean harvesters, the pick-up type pulse crop harvester adopted
seven rows of chains with tines to pick-up the cut and dried pulse crop on a flat or ridged field, two transverse threshing
drums with steel wire teeth to reduce the threshing speed, and a tilt plate and plastic bucket elevator for conveying clean
grain to reduce damage. The threshing speed and the oscillating frequency of the separating and cleaning parts according to
crop type and condition could be varied easily to efficiently use engine power and to improve harvesting performance. The
harvester showed forward speed ranges of 0 ~ 1.5 m/s during harvesting operation, and 0 ~ 2.5 m/s during road travelling.
The pick-up width of the harvester was about 1 m. Conclusions: The pick-up type self-propelled 51.5 kW harvester was
designed and constructed to harvest cut and dried pulse crop. The effective field capacity of the harvester was predicted as
above 40 a/h.
Keywords: Design and construction, Pick-up type pulse crop harvester, Pulse crop harvesting

Introduction

Many foreign researchers have developed various
types of bean harvesters, such as various cutters,

The conventional harvesting method for pulse crops

threshers, and combines, that are either pull-type or

that involves hand cutting, field drying, threshing with

self-propelled. They have studied their effect on proper

threshers attached to a tractor or power tiller, and

harvesting condition of the crop and their performance,

separating and cleaning with stationary cleaner is labor

specifically their ability to improve harvesting performance

intensive. Moreover, there is a shortage of rural labor in

and machine efficiency to minimize grain loss during

Korea. As most farmers grow more than one crop that

harvesting, and to obtain high grain quality (Nave et al.,

needs early harvesting to prepare for the subsequent

1972, 1975; Dunn et al., 1973; Williams et al., 1973, 1976;

crop operations, pulse crops are cut by hand and dried in

Fays et al., 1979; Mesquita et al., 1979, 1993, 2005, 2006;

the field for 2-3 days. Therefore, a combine harvester that

Newbery et al., 1980; Fernando et al., 2004, 2005). Bean

can pick-up, convey, thresh, separate, and clean the cut

harvesters imported from foreign countries cause too

and field dried pulse crops is needed to reduce labor

much grain loss and damage; moreover, they are too

requirements and the cost of conventional harvesting.

costly for farmers in Korea (Yoo et al. 1990). Domestic
researchers have tried to develop a bean combine and a
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pedestrian harvester (Hong et al., 2003). However, their
field capacities still need to be improved. Until now, a
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combine harvester that can pick-up, convey, thresh,
separate, and clean the cut and field dried pulse crops has
not been developed in Korea.
This study is part of a larger project to develop a
pick-up type pulse crop harvester. The prototypes of a
pick-up type harvester were designed and constructed to
harvest pulse crops, and their major specifications and
field capacities were investigated.

Design and Construction

Figure 1. The basic body of the prototype harvester.

The pick-up type harvester prototype comprised the
following main parts: a basic body, crop picking chains

that the speeds of its main parts were proportional to

with pick-up tines, a crop conveying auger and chains, a

engine speed, and the second was designed to use engine

concave and double threshing cylinders with a steel wire

power efficiently and improve harvesting performance

tooth, a straw walker, a separating and cleaning shoe(fan,

according to crop type and conditions in 2015 (Yoo et al.,

grain pans, chaffer sieve), a tailings auger and bucket

2015). Its threshing speeds could be varied 5 steps by

elevator, a grain gathering plate and grain carrying bucket

changing gear, and its separating and cleaning speeds

elevator, a grain tank, and a grain unloading device with a

could be varied by a continuously variable V-belt.

hydraulic lift. Parts of a 51.5 kW diesel engine, a crawler
type travel device, HST transmission, an operation
control cabin, and the chassis of the head feeding type rice

Engine, travel device, hydraulic circuit, and
operation control

combine manufactured by Kukje Farm machinery Co.

The specifications of the engine and travel device of the

(model DKC685-C) were used as the basic body of the

prototype harvester are shown in Table 1. A diesel engine

prototype harvester to reduce design and construction

with a rated power of 51.5 kW/2,800 rpm and a hydrostatic

costs, as shown in Figure 1. The design and construction

transmission (HST) device that drives track-type travel

of the other main parts were carried out before the parts

devices were used. The harvesting speed range without

were mounted onto the basic body. The first and second

slip in the field was designed as 0∼1.65 m/s.

prototypes were designed and constructed in 2014 and

The hydraulic circuit of the prototype is shown in Figure

2015, respectively. The first prototype was designed so

2. It controls the heights of crop pick-up and the conveying
parts, the grain unloading outlet in the grain tank, the

Table 1. Main specifications of the engine and travel device.
Item
Engine
Travel device

Specifications
Diesel, 51.5 kW/2,800 rpm (Kukje, A2400T-001)
Crawler type
- Dimensions (width × pitch × No. of links) : 450 mm × 90 mm × 51 mm
- Distance between tracks: 1025 mm
- Length of ground contact: 1500 mm
- Ground clearance: 180 mm
HST transmission (control lever 5 steps)
Main clutch: electromagnetic clutch, belt tension type
2nd transmission: gear type(control lever 3 steps)
Travel speed:
- Field: forward 0~1.65 m/s, reverse 0~1.65 m/s
- Road : forward 0~2.50 m/s, reverse 0~2.50 m/s
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Figure 2. The hydraulic circuit of the prototype harvester.

Figure 3. The layout of control levers and switches for the prototype harvester.

attitude of the harvester on a side-hill field, the position of

harvester is transmitted by V-belts, roller chains, and

the steering wheel, and the travel speed of the HST.

gear transmission devices, as shown in Figure 4. The

Figure 3 shows the layout of control levers and switches

transmission ratios and the rotating speeds of the main

of the prototype harvester. It includes operation devices

parts at an engine speed of 2,800 rpm for the second

for steering and travelling, crop picking and its height

prototype harvester are shown in Table 2.

control, crop conveying, threshing, separating, cleaning,
tailing, grain storing and unloading, harvester attitude
compensating, engine control, and lightening. The sound
and light warning devices were also added for safe operation.

Crop picking- up
The crop picking-up part consisted of 7 rows of chains
with pick-up tines, wheels for controlling picking-up height,
chain driving sprockets, supporting frames, and covering

Power transmission
Power from the engine to the main parts of the prototype

14

plates, as shown in Figure 5. The center chains are a little
longer than the chains near the periphery to facilitate the
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Figure 4. Power flow diagram of the prototype harvester.

Table 2. Transmission ratios and rotating speeds of main parts.
Parts

Power flow

Ratio

Rotating
speed(rpm)*

Remark

Pick-up chain

A -◯
B -◯
C -◯
D -◯
E
Engine-◯

0.054

150

* Engine speed:
2,800 rpm

Auger

A -◯
B -◯
C
Engine-◯

0.047

131

Feeder

A -◯
B
Engine-◯

0.156

438

First threshing cylinder

A -◯
I
Engine-◯

0.103 - 0.130

287 - 363

5 steps, changing gears

Second threshing cylinder

A -◯
I -◯
J
Engine-◯

0.151 - 0.190

422 - 533

"

Beater

A -◯
I -◯
J -◯
K
Engine-◯

0.076 - 0.096

213 - 269

"

Blower

A -◯
F
Engine-◯

0.446 - 0.672

1249 - 1882

Continuously variable,
V-belt transmission

Straw walker, separating &
cleaning sieves

A -◯
F -◯
G
Engine-◯

0.111 - 0.168

312 - 469

"

Chaff discharging auger

A -◯
F -◯
G -◯
H
Engine-◯

0.063 - 0.095

177 - 267

"

Tailings auger

A -◯
I -◯
J -◯
O
Engine-◯

0.083 - 0.104

231 - 291

5 steps, changing gears

Tailings bucket elevator

A -◯
I -◯
J -◯
O -◯
P
Engine-◯

0.083 - 0.104

231 - 291

"

Tailings distribution auger

A -◯
I -◯
J -◯
K -◯
M -◯
N
Engine-◯

0.335 - 0.422

929 - 1181

"

Grain bucket elevator

A -◯
I -◯
J -◯
L
Engine-◯

0.135 - 0.170

379 - 476

"

picking-up of crops located between ridges. The main

the threshing part. The main specifications of the crop

specifications of the crop picking part are shown in Table 3.

conveying part are shown in Table 4.

Crop conveying
The conveying and threshing parts comprised a gathering
auger with feeding sticks, a chain conveyer feeder with angle

Threshing

bars, driving sprockets, and a cage, as shown in Figure 6. The

The threshing part consisted of transversely mounted

auger gathers collects crop that the chain conveyer feeds to

double cylinders with steel wire teeth, a concave with a
15
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Figure 5. Drawings of the picking part, and its pick-up chain and tines.

Table 3. Main specifications of the picking part.
Item
Dimensions
Width of pick-up

Pick-up chain

Specifications
Length x Width x Height : 1,280 x 1,545 x 660 mm
1,000 mm
Type: C2040
No. of link: 94(center, 1 row), 90(center side, 2 rows), 86(outer side, 4 rows)
Distance between chain rows: 126 mm
Speed: 0.57 m/s at engine speed of 2,800 rpm
Tension sprockets

Wheel and height control

Wheel size: width x outer dia. - 8.6 x 20.3 mm
Height control: hydraulic cylinder, stroke - 150 mm

Pick-up chain driver

Type: roller chain #40, 88 links, Tension sprockets

Figure 6. Drawings of the auger, chain conveyer feeder, and driving roller.
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Table 4. Main specifications of the crop conveying part
Item

Specifications

Auger

Auger + feeding blades and sticks, outer diameter x length - 499Φ x 1365 mm

Feeder

Housing size : width x height x length - 600 x 462 x 1784.5 mm
Roller chain : # 60, 96 links, link pitch 38.1 mm
Sprocket : 27 tooth, pitch circle diameter 164.09 mm
Angle bar : width x depth height - 540 x 30 x 30 mm, angle bar pitch 304.8 mm

Figure 7. Drawings of the first and second threshing cylinders, beater, and concave.

cutting knife and grate, a beater, a wooden frame, and a

specifications of the threshing part are shown in Table 5.

cage, as shown in Figure 7. The transverse double cylinder
was adopted so that threshing speed would be lower than
the optimum threshing speed of about 13.9 m/s of the

Separating and cleaning
The separating and cleaning parts consisted of a straw

conventional bean combines (Mesquita et al., 2006) to

rack, a grain pan, chaff and grain sieves, an air blower, a

reduce grain damage of pulse crops. As shown in Figure 8,

chaff discharging auger, an oscillating cam and links, a

the ranges of the threshing speed could be varied with 4

supporting frame, and a cage, as shown in Figure 9. The

steps by simple gear changing, which helped guarantee proper

stroke of the oscillating cam was fixed as 50 mm, and its

threshing according to crop type. Wooden supporting frames

oscillating frequency could be varied according to crop

were used to absorb operating vibration. The main

type and condition for proper separating and cleaning by
17
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Table 5. Main specifications of the threshing part
Item
Threshing cylinder

Specifications
Transversely mounted double cylinders
Cylinder size (diameter x length) : first - 420 x 830 mm; second- 320 x 830 mm
Rotating speed : first cylinder - 287~363 rpm; second cylinder - 422~533 rpm (5 steps by changing gears)
Threshing tooth : steel wire tooth, wire diameter x tooth height - 7Φ x 60 mm first cylinder - 57 tooth;
second cylinder - 38 tooth
Thickness of cylinder plate : 2.3 mm; thickness of side disk : 1.2 mm

Concave and grate

Concave size : length x width x height - 957 x 851 x 164 mm
Cutting knife : length x height x thickness - 25 x 25 x 3.2 mm, 10 knives x 5 rows
Grate opening size : squire, 18 x 18 mm

Beater

Shape: square pillar with 4 angle plates,
Size : height x depth x length - 164.8 x 164.8 x 790 mm

Figure 9. Drawings of the threshing, separating, and cleaning parts.

Figure 8. View of the transmission gears for controlling threshing
speed.
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Figure 10. View of the continuously variable V-belt transmission for
controlling the oscillating frequency of separating and cleaning.
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Table 6. Main specifications of the separating and cleaning parts
Item

Specifications

Component

Straw walker + separating and cleaning sieves + air blower + chaff discharging auger

Straw walker

Size : width x length - 964 x 1200 mm

Grain pan : width x length - 964 x 850 mm
Chaff wire sieve : width x length - 964 x 200 mm
Separating and cleaning sieves
Grain sieve : width x length - 964x 800 mm,
opening size - 10Φ(red bean), 12Φ(soybean), 14Φ(green kernel black bean)
Air blower

Size : outer diameter x width x height - 424Φ x 755 x 150 mm, 3 blades
Rotating speed : 1249~1882 rpm at engine speed of 2800 rpm

Chaff discharging auger

Size : outer diameter x length - 125Φ x 1008 mm,
pitch x thickness - 112 x 1.2 mm, side discharging

Oscillating cam

Stroke : 50 mm, Oscillating frequency : 5.2~7.8 Hz(engine speed 2800 rpm)

Figure 11. Drawings of the tailings and grain bucket elevators.
Table 7. Main specifications of the tailings and grain conveying parts.
Item

Specifications

Tailings auger

Size : outer diameter x length - 125 x 1008 mm; pitch x thickness - 112 x 1.2 mm

Tailings bucket elevator

Bucket capacity - 230 ml, 29 buckets; material - SCP 1, pitch - 170 mm;
shaft distance -1822 mm

Tailings distribution auger

Size : outer diameter x length - 125 x 1008 mm; pitch x thickness - 112 x 1.2 mm

Grain bucket elevator

Bucket capacity - 230 ml, 19 buckets; material - nylon 6, pitch - 170 mm;
shaft distance - 2345 mm

continuously varying the V-belt transmission, as shown

specifications of the separating and cleaning parts are

in Figure 10. Grain sieves with different opening sizes

shown in Table 6.

could be easily replaced according to crop type. The main
19
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Tailings and grain conveying
The tailings and grain conveying parts consisted of a
tailings auger, a tailings bucket elevator, a tailings distribution

harvester are shown in Figure 13. The width, height, and
length of the prototype harvester were designed as 2352,
2848, and 6089 mm, respectively.

auger, grain gathering tilt plates, a grain bucket elevator,
and cages, as shown in Figure 11. A grain gathering tilt

Operating Performance

plate, instead of the conventional horizontal grain auger,

Field tests on the basic operating performance of the

and a plastic grain bucket elevator were adopted to

prototype harvester for harvesting sprout bean, red

reduce grain damage. The main specifications of the

bean, and green kernel black bean crops were carried out.

tailings and grain conveying parts are shown in Table 7.

The harvesting test views for the harvester are shown in
Figure 14.

Grain storing and unloading

The harvester showed a pick-up width of about 1 m and

The grain storing and unloading parts consisted of 600 l

a harvesting speed of about 1.5 m/s in the field. The

grain tank, a folding type grain discharging guide plate, an

harvester could harvest three rows of gathering crop for

electric grain tank outlet control device, a hydraulic grain

sprout bean and red bean, and two rows of gathering crop

tank height control device, and supporting frames, as

for green kernel black bean. The cultivating width of the

shown in Figure 12. Gravitational unloading of harvested
grain into the grain bag was adopted to reduce grain
damage. The opening of the grain tank outlet plate and
the unfolding of the discharging guide plate for unloading
harvesting grains are controlled by an electric motor. The
height of grain outlet is controlled by a hydraulic cylinder,
and its stroke is 600 mm. The main specifications of the
grain storing and unloading parts are shown in Table 8.

The assembly view
The assembly and construction views of the prototype
Figure 13. Assembly and construction views of the prototype
harvester.

Figure 12. Drawings of the grain tank part.

Figure 14. Views of field performance test.

Table 8. Main specifications of the grain tank part
Item

Specifications

Grain tank

Size : width x depth x height - 1300 x 710 x 1182 mm; capacity - 600 l

Grain tank outlet

Size : width x height - 230 x 141 mm

Grain discharging guide plate

Size : width x height x length - 290 x 150 x 640 mm

Grain tank height control

Hydraulic cylinder : inner diameter x stroke - 50Φ x 600 mm;
2
hydraulic pressure - 140 kg/cm
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three rows of gathering crop for sprout bean and red
bean was about 2 m, and that of two rows of gathering
crop for green kernel black bean was about 1.4 m. After
considering harvesting performance with respect to field
grain loss and harvesting grain quality, proper harvesting
speed was estimated as 1.0 m/s for sprout bean and red
bean, and 1.2 m/s for green kernel black bean. Assuming
that the bean combine had a typical field efficiency of
70% (Ajit et al., 1993), the effective field capacity of the
harvester was predicted as about 50 a/h for sprout bean
and red bean, and 40 a/h for green kernel black bean. No
serious operating issues occurred during the tests.
The harvester showed better harvesting performance
than the typical conventional bean combines (Mesquita
et al., 2006; Hong et al., 2003) with respect to field grain
loss and harvesting grain quality (Yoo et al., 2015).
Detailed harvesting performance of the harvester according
to operating factors will be described in future papers.

Conclusions
The pick-up type self-propelled 51.5 kW harvester was
designed and constructed to harvest cut and dried pulse
crop. Threshing speeds and separating and cleaning
speeds according to crop type and condition could be
varied easily to use engine power efficiently and to improve
harvesting performance. The effective field capacity of
the harvester was predicted as above 40 a/h.
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